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Disclaimer
This e-book has been written for information purposes only. Every effort has
been made to make this e-book as complete and accurate as possible. However,
there may be mistakes in typography or content. Also, this e-book provides
information only up to the publishing date. Therefore, this e-book should be used
as a guide - not as the ultimate source.
The purpose of this e-book is to educate. The author and the publisher does not
warrant that the information contained in this e-book is fully complete and shall
not be responsible for any errors or omissions. The author and publisher shall
have neither liability nor responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any
loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by this ebook.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
My Reason for Writing this PDF- E Book
We live in the brave age of the internet, which is a great source of information in
respect to advice on lifestyle, diet and exercise, and that’s why I believe that if we
suffer a problem with our health, we should always research the internet first for
both the medical as well as the natural and/or nutritional alternatives.
Doing so, gives us the opportunity to take responsibility for our own health by
giving us a greater insight into HOW we can recover our health naturally, rather
than just depending on the advice from our doctor, whose advice I personally
found to be always in almost all instances orientated towards us taking a plethora
of pharmaceutical drugs with its often many accompanying adverse side effects
rather than treating the source of our illness!
The reason I favour the approach of researching the internet is because I was
forced to this myself when I experienced a frightening down turn in my own
health after my hip replacement surgery but before I tell you about my
experience, let me give you a brief background on myself.
I grew up in the Netherlands in the 1950’s and 60’s. My
father was a chain smoker, never exercised and liked to
regularly eat the fatty Dutch ‘Boerewors’ sausage and
‘lekker bekjes’, which were the deep-fried fish he
purchased at the local markets.
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Because he had trouble sleeping, he would mix gin with sleeping tablets before
going to bed. Bad choice! As he became sicker in his fifties and sixties, he
became more and more dependent on pharmaceutical drugs.
So much so, that he once jokingly told me that he ‘rattled’ when he walked
because of the many tablets he was swallowing! He died from a massive heart
attack just 2 weeks after his 64th birthday! I also remember my mother always
being ill and suffering from a stomach ulcer for most of the time I was growing up.
I first learned about health as an 11-year-old boy, after I was introduced to a
health code by my Sunday school teacher at my Church. She taught me that if I
ate a healthy diet, exercised regularly and if I never smoked, drank alcohol or
took drugs, that I would be able to ‘run and not be weary, walk and not faint’.
I liked that idea, and her teaching proved her right in my Marines Special Forces
training some 8 years later when I qualified as a Combat Swimmer Frogman
Commando with the Dutch Marines Special Boat Service or SBS at age 19.

Because of her teaching, a common-sense approach to healthy eating, and
regular aerobic and weight resistance exercise, has always been part of my life
ever since, but when I hit my mid-sixties, I experienced a deterioration in my right
hip due to an injury I sustained after jumping out of a helicopter during a Marine
training exercise way back in 1968, which injury put me in hospital for 2 weeks
and eventually resulted in me having to have a hip replacement at age 69.
8
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After my hip replacement surgery, I was forced to take pain killing drugs and
morphine in hospital, which made me ill and affected my recovery process. As I
had never taken any pharmaceutical drugs BEFORE; not even the over the
counter ones, the after effects of these drugs appeared to have had an effect on
my immune system and therefore on my health afterwards.
I started putting on weight and in July 2017, I became seriously ill with a highlymutating and fast evolving strain of the flu that killed at least 370 people in
Australia and put many thousands in hospital: I spent almost 4 weeks in bed, lost
12 kilograms in weight and haven’t been able to properly taste my food ever
since! http://www.abc.net.au/news/health/2017-09-28/flu-epidemic-yourquestions-answered/8992884
I have always believed that our health is our responsibility and not our doctors,
and even though Doctors and Surgeons definitely have a place in our Society
today because I am extremely grateful for hip my replacement surgery that
allowed me to walk again without pain, I never the less believe we owe it to
ourselves to research both the medical and natural alternatives to our illness to
acquaint ourselves with THE REASONS for why we might suffer a chronic
disease such as Diabetes, or why we are overweight and/or ageing well before
our time and thus find natural and healthy ways to address our chronic diseases
to allow us to then live healthy and vibrant lives in our older years.

Living Healthy and Vibrantly In Our Older Years
Advances in molecular science could see average lifespans of 120 according to
Australian-born Dr Elizabeth Blackburn, who is a Professor of Biochemistry and
Biophysics at the University of California, San Francisco and who won the Nobel
Prize in 2009 for her research on telomeres and the genetics of ageing.
9
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Dr Blackburn says that if we could take care of the ‘wear and tear’ in our bodies,
which makes us sick and frail in our older age, then we would get into the part of
‘natural ageing’ and could well live to 120!
This ‘wear and tear’ becomes particularly apparent once we hit our 40’s; when
our body’s biological clock appears to be set at promoting decline, decay, and
deterioration due to genetically-timed events, which trigger changes to our
hormonal, cellular and metabolic systems that accelerate the ageing, disease
and fat retention processes in our bodies, thereby not only increasing the risk of
cancer, heart disease, and type 2 diabetes but also many other degenerative
diseases.
But, what if our health and quality of life could be indeed as good at say 85,
as it was when we were in our 30’s? What if we could still be vibrant at 93 and
enjoy travel and our family?
Apparently, this can be true for you and me and it all has to do with how we
address our lifestyles, particularly after our 40’s! That’s why I have put this PDF
E-book together with some basic information that I believe will be a starting point
for you to consider if you wish to live a more health abundant, energetic and
quality life after your 40’s and well into your 80’s and 90’s or older!
Now, even though your past and perhaps your current lifestyle habits might
already have set you up for the future age-related health changes in your body
as before mentioned, I believe it’s still not too late to consider some ‘key factors’
that can have a significant impact on your future health and quality of life.
The ‘key factors’ I am referring to are the 4 co-factors that I believe play a major
role in threatening our efforts in healthy ageing.
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Especially when our health has already been compromised due to the hormonal,
cellular and metabolic changes that have naturally been occurring in our body as
early as our 30’s!
So, in this PDF E-book, I will share with you some of the knowledge I have
gained over the years from my own experiences and from reading different books
like the one by Peter Greenlaw for instance, titled the ‘TDOS Syndrome &
Solutions’, You can purchase his book on the link below on Amazon,
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0988277131/ref=rdr_ext_tmb,
which explains these 4 deadly co-factors and gives you an insight into why so
many of us in the older age groups are now chronically ill, struggling with our
weight and taking pharmaceutical drugs.
Now, you have probably never heard about the ‘TDOS Syndrome’ before but
TDOS stands for Toxicity, nutritional Deficiency, being Overweight and Stress
and it was purely by accident that I happened to come across this book myself!
And even though we live in the brave age of the internet, which like I said before,
is a source of a tremendous amount of information in respect of advice on
lifestyle, diet and exercise, I believe that if we suffer a problem with our health,
we should always research both the medical as well as the natural and/or
nutritional alternatives first, to allow us to then gain a greater insight into how to
recover our health by natural means and I speak from personal experience!
Consequently, as I was searching the internet for information on chronic diseases
and healthy ageing, I happened to come across an interview of Dr Bill Andrews
by Peter Greenlaw on Peter’s ‘New Health Conversation’ TV show where at
17.22 minutes and 52.22 minutes into the interview, Dr Andrews details his
experience with Peter’s ‘system’ of weight control!
11
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fr7No1Kaasg&t=171s

Dr Andrews is a colleague of Dr Elizabeth Blackburn and a well-known antiageing scientist with a PhD in Molecular and Population Genetics. He is a leading
pioneer in anti-ageing who has developed an exciting anti-ageing product
using botanicals instead of pharmaceutical drugs. Because of his reputation, he
has been interviewed on many American TV programs and is known as ‘The man
Who Would Stop Time’ as depicted in the magazine ‘Popular Science’ above.
Despite being well into his sixties, Dr Andrews is also a well-known ultramarathon runner (ultra-marathon runners run 100 miles non-stop, day and night)
and being very familiar with endurance running because of having served in
Dutch Marine Special Forces as a young man, I immediately became interested
in what he had to say about Peter’s ‘system’ for losing and controlling one’s
weight. For instance; in the previously-mentioned YouTube interview with Peter
Greenlaw, Dr Andrews tells the viewers that he could not get rid of ‘his gut’
despite running 10 miles a day and living a very ‘healthy diet’. In this very
interesting video, Dr Andrews even tells us how he had tried other weight loss
programs like ‘Weight Watchers’ as well!
And even though he lost some weight with these kind of programs, he says that
he couldn’t think, and he couldn’t run on their diets because he simply had no
energy! However, he found that Peter’s ‘system’ worked because he could run 35
miles and not have to eat any carbohydrates for energy.
12
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He says that this was something he could have never done before, and he
realised that Peter’s ‘system’ was removing the toxins from his fat, which gave
him the energy to run the distances he was now running.

So, who is Peter Greenlaw?
Peter Greenlaw became a best-selling author, has also been interviewed on
many TV shows and has become a much sought after public speaker ONLY after
he experienced a personal health scare himself. He was in his late fifties and 40
lbs overweight: His Cholesterol was 400 (High Risk), his Triglycerides were 300
(High), and his heart attack risk score between 1 and 100 was at 85! (selfexplanatory!)
His Doctor told him that he would never see his grandchildren if he did not do
something about his health immediately! He was advised to go on a diet,
exercise daily and take Lipitor, a Cholesterol lowering drug. He faithfully followed
his Doctor’s advice and started on a 7 day-a-week exercise plan together with a
daily 1500 calorie diet, while also faithfully taking his prescribed medication as
instructed.
However, after only losing only 8 lbs in two months with barely a change in
his Cholesterol levels, he realised that relying on ‘interventional medicine’ was
not paying off. That the daily exercise routines, diet and drugs were not working
for him! As a matter of fact, Peter says that if his Doctor would have given him
more drugs, his heart probably would have stopped, as happened to my father!
Peter says that he owes his life to a friend who introduced him to the concept of
‘toxins’ and ‘detox’ protocol, which he knew nothing about. He embarked on this
new protocol losing 8 lbs in 48 hours, and 12 lbs in 9 days.
13
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He went from a 42 to a 34-inch waist in 14 days, eventually losing a total of 30
lbs in one month! When he went back to his Doctor after six weeks, his Doctor
wanted to re-test him because his Cholesterol had dropped from 400 to 150, his
Triglycerides had dropped from 300 to about 56 and his heart attack score had
dropped from 85 to 15!
This prompted Peter to read over 500 books and spent thousands of hours
researching the reasons for WHY he had suffered such bad health in the first
place and WHY he was able to turn his health and his life around as he had now
done! He became known as ‘the researcher of researchers’, writing 3 best-selling
books and flying over one million miles around the country and other parts of the
world doing about 1100 presentations on what he had discovered and I will
provide you with a list of Peter’s books at the end of this E-Book.

Fat for Fuel
Another book I recommend you read is ‘Fat for Fuel’ by New York Times bestselling author and leading natural-health practitioner Dr Joseph Mercola. In this
ground-breaking guide, the first of its kind, he explains how nearly all disease is
caused by defective metabolic processes.
How a ketogenic diet, very low in carbohydrates but high in healthy fats, is the
best way to optimize the biochemical pathways in your body that suppress
disease and support healing: How it can not only treat or prevent serious illness,
but also boost your brainpower, increase your energy, help you lose weight, keep
it off, and slow down the ageing process. Apparently, this approach to healthy
living and eating has a positive effect on your Telomeres, which act as your
ageing clock in every one of your cells!
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Chapter 2
Peter Greenlaw’s TDOS ‘Syndrome’
So, what is a ‘syndrome?’ A ‘syndrome’ is a set of medical signs or
characteristics that are correlated with a specific abnormal condition or with a
disorder of a structure or function that affects part or all of an organism; in this
case the human body!
Peter Greenlaw’s ‘TDOS Syndrome’ received a US trademark and is recognized
in the health and medical fields as a legitimate threat to our current state of
health and wellness.
Peter’s research has led him to identify four (4) primary factors that he believes
act together to cause drastic problems in all parts of the human body, forcing us
to not only face one of the most destructive ‘syndromes’ ever to hit the health and
well-being of the world’s populace but for us to also recognize the fact that our
current focus in dealing with these ‘syndromes’ is outdated because it’s based on
the flawed premise of ‘procedural intervention’.
‘Procedural intervention’ is the technique through which doctors first identify an
adverse health condition and then prescribe the procedure to deal with that
particular condition and although we probably have some of the world’s most
advanced ‘procedural interventions’ in Australia today, this is a defensive
strategy only. It is not a total solution now, nor will it solve our health problems
in the future.
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Peter says that we should be looking at ‘preventive interventional’ technologies
and protocols instead, if we wish to create a sustainable, and a patient-centred
system for the future.
Now, if you are a little sceptical right now, that’s okay: You are not alone because
most people will instinctively react negatively when confronted with such harsh
doses of reality and prefer ‘Band-Aid Medicine’ instead to create a false sense of
security!
In fact, Peter discovered, what is now a growing and ominous picture of the
future; a ‘syndrome’ which is supported by disease statistics that show the truth
behind our collective health and its downhill trajectory not only in his own country
of the U.S. but also in most of the other developed countries, including Australia!
Peter’s ‘syndrome’ consists of 4 co-factors and while each factor alone weakens
our health, together they threaten it to such a degree that our future health and
ageing process could be dramatically endangered if we don’t take steps to
address them as Peter experienced personally! So, by briefly analysing the 4 cofactors of Peter’s ‘syndrome’ in this E-book, I hope to give you a basic
understanding how you can take control of your weight, your health and the
ageing process of your body in a healthy and effective way.
So, let me start by listing those four (4) co-factors Peter refers to as ‘The TDOS
Syndrome’. These 4 co-factors are:
1. Toxicity
2. Deficiency (Nutrition insufficiency)
3. Overweight
4. Stress
16
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Now, while each one of the above TDOS co-factors are deadly in their own right,
Peter says, they become insidious and even lethal once they interact with one
another, because they will create a vicious and debilitating cycle that will
accelerate the disease and ageing process in your body, especially after your
40’s if you don’t take steps to address them!
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Chapter 3
Peter Greenlaw’s TDOS Co-Factor No 1: Toxicity
Toxicity is the degree to which a substance (a toxin or a poison) can harm
humans or animals and are identified as chemical, biological, bacterial, physical
or viral.
In a Catalyst ABC documentary aired on TV on the 31st of March 2015, it
reported that over 80,000 chemicals are used in our every-day products in
Australia – they are in our water, in our food, in our cosmetics and in the air we
breathe - and that there is no legal requirement to actually show that these
chemicals are safe before people are exposed to them! See Video link below!
http://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/4207313.htm
And when you start researching the effects of toxicity on the body on the internet,
you will begin to understand the dangers we face to our general health from
these unseen toxins and why so many of us will age well before our time and
lose our looks and energy in the process!
For instance: In a 2010 test conducted by CHOICE

(1),

an Australian not for profit

consumer organisation, they found BPA in a wide range of canned foods –
including baby foods – at levels that many experts believe to be harmful. Other
organisations, including Australia's national food regulator, Food Standards
Australia New Zealand (FSANZ), have reported similar findings.
BPA or BisPhenol-A mimics the female hormone Oestrogen. BPA is
an endocrine disruptor – meaning that it's a chemical that can interfere with the
endocrine (or hormonal system).
18
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Endocrine disruptors can cause cancerous tumours, birth defects, attention
deficit disorder and other developmental disorders.
Although rarely called endocrine disruptors, natural substances such as soy also
have hormonal effects (http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/soybeanfertility-hormone-isoflavones-genistein/) and so do pharmaceuticals
including hormone replacement therapy and the oral contraceptive pill. (2)
In our cosmetics skin creams and perfumes there are ‘phthalates’ or solvents that
can damage the liver, kidneys, lungs, and reproductive system. Our carpets,
furniture and electronics are infused with fire retardants

(3);

even our Great

Barrier Reef is being threatened by the chemical run off from our farms.
It’s the chemical soup of modern life that threatens every living species and the
great concern is that our bodies mistake a lot of these chemicals for hormones
when it’s virtually impossible to escape them.

Our Food is the Biggest Culprit!
Little do we realise it but the biggest culprit in the toxic arena is our food!
The food we purchase at our Supermarkets, in our ‘fast food’ outlets and at our
green grocers, especially the canned food because it has more toxins than you
may realize.
‘Fast Food’, which is the name given to ‘food’ that can be prepared and served
quickly, often served at basic restaurants or in packaged form for convenient
takeaway/takeout, is particularly toxic to the body. It is typically inexpensive and
very unhealthy to eat and even though we have been warned on numerous
occasions about the lack of nutritious value in these foods, just watch the line up
of cars at McDonald’s, KFC and Hungry Jacks at dinner time!
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‘Fast Food’ is also commonly sold at convenience stores and petrol stations.
Examples of this include hotdogs, meat pies and doughnuts.
These foods are full of chemicals and additives that create symptoms ranging
from increased hunger cravings and weight gain to poor digestive health and
allergies and Australia is currently the ‘allergy capital’ of the world! (4)
Experts believe that the rise in the use of these chemicals and additives are also
linked to cancer, reproductive problems, obesity and a host of other chronic
diseases including Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s!
You would think then that the TGA, the Therapeutic Goods Administration,
ironically a division of the Australian Department of Health; that they would
step in to protect the population against these insidious chemicals and toxins that
are ruining so many people’s lives and are costing our government’s Health Care
system billions of dollars every year.
Yet, when you check their website under the heading: ‘What the TGA doesn’t do’,
it specifically states that they don’t deal with food, cosmetics and chemicals! (5)
If you look at the U.S Food and Drug Administration (FDA), you will find similar
restrictions.
The dangers of chemicals like mercury and lead have also been well established
but less is known about the thousands of other man-made chemicals and
additives which interfere with our endocrine system known as ‘Endocrine
Disrupting Chemicals’ or EDC’s.
As mentioned before, our Endocrine system is a system of glands that produces
hormones, and these regulate virtually every aspect of human health, beginning
at our most vulnerable time, the time in our mother’s womb!
20
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Actually, Peter’s book mentions an investigation conducted by ‘The
Environmental Working Group’ in conjunction with the American Red Cross in the
U.S. where researchers from two labs tested umbilical cord blood from ten babies
born in hospitals in August and September 2004. (6)
They found 287 chemicals of 413 tested (69 percent) in umbilical cord blood
samples from 10 newborn babies, with a range of between 154 and 231 for each
child including pesticides, coal waste, and ingredients from consumer products,
gasoline and even garbage in the cord blood.
This study revealed that newborns enter the world with at least an average of 200
chemicals or more in their tiny bodies!
These EDC’s are the industrial chemicals and toxins that interfere with our
natural hormonal function in the body, which enter our bodies from numerous
sources, including from so-called ‘natural’ compounds like those found in soy
products.
They also enter our bodies from food packaging, processed foods, and
pesticides that are sprayed on our fruit and vegetables.
It’s believed that these chemicals also take over the natural bodily systems that
control our body weight, causing us to actually gain weight, which has created
the multi-billion dieting industry in Australia and overseas and I will discuss this in
greater detail in Chapter 5!
There is little doubt then that we are now living in toxic bodies and the potential
problems caused by toxicity, the first co-factor of the TDOS Syndrome, are for
the first time being studied.
It’s time to fight back because it’s not just toxicity that poses a great danger to our
health, to the ageing process of our bodies and to the future quality of our lives:
21
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There are other factors that also must be taken into account, each significant in
and of itself because they are interrelated and exacerbate each other in ways
that we are only just now beginning to understand!
As I stated previously, our current health care system is not solving our health
and weight problems, so it’s up to you to look for natural solutions that can help
protect your health and future quality of life instead of finding yourself dependant
on medical ‘procedural interventions’, which we generally resort to ONLY after a
health problem has manifested itself in our body.
So, if you wish to implement a healthy ageing and weight control regime after 40,
you will need to look at new nutritional approaches that are equipped to fight
toxicity in the body, which brings me to next co-factor of the TDOS Syndrome:
Nutritional Deficiency!
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Chapter 4
Peter Greenlaw’s TDOS Factor No.2 –
Nutritional Deficiency
Have you ever tried to lose weight and when you did, you put it all back on
again? Weight control is an in crucial factor in the ageing and disease process.
New discoveries are also overturning the conventional wisdom that controlling
our weight and beating obesity is all about eating less and exercising more.
So, why do most of the weight loss diets fail? Do they fail because of the socalled ‘famine response’ brought about by a deficiency in our present nutrition or
do they simply fail because of a lack of willpower?
Although each of the TDOS co-factors offer an equally devastating argument as
to why these co-factors are so detrimental for the human body, Peter says
nutritional Deficiency or ‘insufficiency’ might well prove be the worst individual
factor of the TDOS Syndrome because of its insidious nature.
This is because in our fast-paced society, most of us are more concerned about
convenience and taste when it comes to our food than we are about nutrition!
And even though our body has adapted to working with fewer nutrients in our
food, our current chronic disease and obesity epidemics show that without
adequate nutrition, the body will fail to function properly and thus open the
door to a multiple of health problems in the future, which in turn will lead to the
premature ageing of the body and to the loss of our looks and energy.
For most of us however, our minds are soon put at ease in that respect as we
walk down our Supermarket aisles and then see the claims for ‘fortified’ foods,
‘reduced fat’ foods, ‘diet’ coke and ‘organic’ foods.
23
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Yet, as Peter says in his book, these catch phrases appear to be nothing more
than brilliant marketing because if they were true, we would not be struggling with
the obesity epidemic and chronic disease problems we have today, and which
are now costing our already financially strained Health Care System an absolute
fortune!
As a matter of fact, a 2009 report by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) (7) predicted that there will be continued increases in
overweight and obesity levels across all age groups during the next decade in
Australia to around 66% of the population amounting to an estimated cost of 56.6
billion for the year 2005 alone, and this is thirteen years ago!
That’s why, we as a family, have always tried to limit our exposure to herbicides
and toxins by opting to purchase ‘organic’ foods as much as possible rather than
processed foods and while ‘organic’ foods, especially produce, are more
expensive but somewhat better for us, they are still nutritionally inadequate in
most cases because they are grown in mineral depleted top soils.
Joel D Wallach (8), a biomedical research pioneer, known as the ‘Mineral Doctor’
due to his groundbreaking research on the health benefits of selenium and other
minerals, says that true health and wellness is only possible when you take a
core group of 90 essential minerals and nutrients to feed the body’s complex and
multi-dimensional systems.
These 90 essential nutrients and micro-minerals (trace minerals) however, were
originally only found in whole, unprocessed foods such as vegetables and fruits
but due to the of high-yield farming practices over the last 50 to 70 years that
have depleted the top soil here in Australia and in other developed countries, the
majority of our fruits and vegetables found in our supermarkets today are now
nutritionally devoid of these essential nutrients and minerals!
24
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In another of Peter’s books, which I also purchased entitled ‘Why Diets Are
failing Us’, Peter alleges that many years of aggressive farming, the use of
pesticides, and stripping off topsoil in most continents around the world, have
depleted the essential nutrients in our crops.
In this book, he refers to a U.S. Senate report, (Document No. 264) and to a
United Nations Earth Summit Report held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992.
It showed the following soil depletion levels: North America by 85%, in South by
America 76%, in Africa by 74% and in Australia by 55% and that is 26 years
ago!
Now, whether you choose to believe this information or not, is of course up to you
but based on the above information, it’s not surprising to learn that Autism,
ADHD and Alzheimer’s have also greatly increased in Australia over the last 50
years when the lack of proper nutrition and minerals appear to have played a key
role in their onset. (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2738337/)
For instance, The Behaviour Neuropathic Clinic in Melbourne, Victoria states
on their website, amongst other information, that while they agree that there is a
genetic component to Autism; genetics alone cannot explain the recent rise in
Autism in industrialised nations. They say this leaves nutrients and toxins
interacting with these genetic weaknesses as the most likely candidates as
causal factors for Autism! (http://www.autism.net.au/Autism_causes.htm)
It’s not surprising then that Peter says that you must eat eight oranges today to
get the same amount of Vitamin C your grandparents got from a single orange
and you can probably relate to what Peter is saying if you have peeled what you
believed was a lovely looking orange from the outside, purchased at your
Supermarket or Green Grocer, only to find it dry and juice-less from the inside.
25
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If that is the case with our oranges, then this most likely applies to almost
everything we purchase in our super markets and green grocers today, from
apples to spinach, from cauliflowers to lettuces because our food, our fruit and
our vegetables; they might look good from the outside but they most likely lack
the essential nutrients and micro minerals on the inside, because they have been
grown in nutrient and mineral deficient topsoils due to the excessive use of
commercial fertilizers and pesticides.
And it’s also a well-known fact that these micro or trace-minerals play a vital role
in the proper functioning of the enzyme systems, nerve conduction and muscle
functions in our body.
That in a sense they can be compared to the numerous tiny nails, nuts and bolts
that hold your house together and just imagine if they were slowly removed over
time and never replaced; your house will begin to sag and eventually collapse!
Trace minerals like Copper, Chromium, Fluoride, Iodine, Iron, Molybdenum,
Manganese, Selenium, and Zinc are among the smallest building blocks in our
bodies.
They assist with transfer of nourishment into our cells and provide the framework
for tissues and regulation of organ functions and all these functions are
impossible without the spark plugs of life; the adequate supply of trace or microminerals!
Yet, when you are ill or asking for advice on weight control, you never hear your
medical doctor or nutritionist refer you to these trace nutrients. And if you happen
to look for them at your health food store or chemist today, you will only find
products that contain a maximum of 25 or 30 of these trace minerals at the most!
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Processed Food Chemistry is Like Modern Drugs!
I know that this might sound totally ridiculous to you at present, especially when
the authorities are so strict in controlling drugs in this country but think about this
statement for a moment!
Peter makes mention of this in his book and it’s ironic to think that even though
the authorities have sent thousands of people to jail for manufacturing and selling
illegal drugs: Drugs which control people’s minds by influencing the pleasure
centres in the brain and thus causing an addiction; that nothing has been done
about the food scientists of our major processed food manufacturers who have
very cleverly developed ways to use our brain chemistry to mimic the levels of
sensations that also cause addiction!
For instance: How many of us are ‘addicted’ to chocolate or even to coffee for
that matter?
Companies like Nestlé, Kraft, Nabisco, General Mills, Procter & Gamble, CocaCola, Kellogg’s, Heinz and Mars are all dominant players and fiercely aggressive
competitors in the processed food manufacturing industry.

The ‘Bliss Point’ Reaction
Instead of using drugs they use manufactured, nutrient-bereft food products full
of salt, sugar and other chemical additives to create ‘bliss point’ reactions in the
brain, which also cause addiction resulting in you wanting to eat more and more
of their products!
In an interview conducted by the ABC Late Line program on the 29th of April
2013, ABC presenter Emma Alberici addressed this ‘bliss point’ phenomena
when she mentioned the New York Times reporter Michael Moss.
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Michael alleges that big packaged food and beverage companies have been
perfecting the ‘bliss point’ for decades!
(http://www.abc.net.au/lateline/content/2013/s3747864.htm)
According to Michael Moss, the Pulitzer Prize winner of his book: ‘Salt, Sugar,
Fat: How the Food Giants Hooked Us,’ (9) most of these processed food
producers fly under the radar in this respect because there are no regulations in
the U.S or in Australia for that matter as to the amount of sugar or salt used in
these processed foods.
He alleges that these food and beverage companies know that these sugar, fat
and salt combinations make their products addictive; that they know that their
products are unhealthy in copious quantities and that they also know that their
biggest profits come by turning us into heavy users of these products.
Yet, when Emma Alberici from the ABC Late-Line show (10) interviewed Gary
Dawson from The Australian Food & Grocery Council, he said that: ‘Food is
an essential of life at the end of the day and that the foods we’re talking about
here, consumed as part of a balanced diet and part of a healthy lifestyle, are
NOT gonna do anyone any harm!’
Geoff Parker from The Australian Beverage Council said something similar:
That the industry would categorically refute the allegation that products are being
made in some way addictive! ‘That’s a sensationalist claim along the lines of a
conspiracy type theory’: He said: ‘What the industry does provide is a range of
kilo-joule and ‘taste options’ to meet every lifestyle or hydration occasion’.
However, a prime example of the suggested conspiracy is that of the recent
Heinz Shredz products for toddler’s case!
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Heinz Shredz packaging claimed the products encourage toddlers to
‘independently discover the delicious taste of nutritious food’ and ‘inspire a love
of nutritious food’. That their ‘dedicated nutritionists, who are also mums, aim
to inspire a love of nutritious food that lasts a life time!’ (You can read this
yourself on their packaging above!)
Yet, the ACCC, Australia’s Consumer Watch Dog, alleged the Heinz Shredz
products were likely to have the opposite effect! They alleged that far from
encouraging young children to develop a taste in nutritious food, which is what
parents want, they're likely to in fact have their child become accustomed
(addicted?) to a preference for extremely sweet things!
The ACCC's action, filed in the Federal Court in June 2016, (11) followed a
complaint by the Obesity Policy Coalition about products mostly made from fruit
juice concentrates and pastes, which are much higher in sugar than whole fruit
and vegetables.
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Today, (19/3/18), the Federal Court finally found that food manufacturer H.J.
Heinz Company Australia Ltd (Heinz) had made a misleading health claim that its
‘Little Kids Shredz’ products were beneficial for young children.
The Court found that Heinz had represented that its Shredz products were
beneficial to the health of children aged 1-3 years, when this was not the case!
Further, the Court found that Heinz nutritionists ought to have known that a
representation that a product containing approximately two-thirds sugar was
beneficial to health of children was misleading!
As a matter of fact, the Heinz Shredz products were found to consist of
68.7% sugar!
https://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/court-finds-heinz-made-amisleading-health-claim

The higher the sugar content of soft drinks, the higher the risk of
cancer!
Recently, researchers at the Cancer Council of Victoria and the University of
Melbourne here in Australia analysed more than 3000 cases of 11 obesityrelated cancers including breast, liver and prostate reported between 1990-1994
and 2003-2007 through ‘The Melbourne Collaborative Cohort Study’.
Published on Thursday 22 February 2018, the study found a positive association
between soft drink consumption and cancer risk independent of obesity after
statistically adjusting for waist circumference. The authors say the results justify
the need to minimise the intake of sugar-sweetened soft drinks because people
who regularly consume at least one soft drink a day, no matter the size of their
waist, could be at an increased risk of cancer!
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According to the research, the higher the sugar content of the soft drinks the
participants drank, the higher their risk of cancer!
https://pursuit.unimelb.edu.au/articles/increased-cancer-risk-from-fizzy-drinks-nomatter-what-size-you-are
Now, while it appears that the body can sustain major damage over many years
of living with the abuse of sugar, salt and fat, it’s clear from the above finding that
these ‘foods’ are also just as dangerous as drugs because they can help
stimulate disease states in the body that could eventually lead to any number of
health problems— including death!
Thus, if you wish to implement a healthy ageing and weight control protocol after
40, it is paramount that you become more conscious of your nutrition: That you
DON’T stay hooked on processed foods; That you also research the ramifications
of nutritional deficiency and the sinister use of salt, sugar and fat in these
foods.
For instance, I have had people over for dinner, including my own family
members, who would ask for the salt jar because their palate had obviously
become so accustomed to the over-use of high salt, high sugar and other
ingredients in their food, that our unrefined, unprocessed meal no longer tasted
‘normal’ or appetising!
No wonder then that most people, young as well as old, are now experiencing
rapidly-expanding waistlines, which greatly distracts from their looks and attribute
to their premature ageing and chronic disease conditions. Indeed: Chronic
diseases are the leading cause of ill health and death in Australia.
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In 2014–15, more than half of the Australian population had at least one of eight
selected chronic diseases, and one-quarter of the population had two or more of
them, which are mostly related to their diet, according to data released on line by
the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW) 2016 report. (12).
Only time and common sense can heal these ‘wounded’ taste buds but then only
if you are willing to implement a nutritional ‘protocol’ in your daily life that can help
you achieve that!
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Chapter 5
Peter Greenlaw’s TDOS Factor No3 - Overweight
When you consume unprocessed, fresh food, the unused energy of these
foods is stored in fat cells. If you are also physically active by regularly walking or
running to catch the bus for instance or walking to school; or when you regularly
move your body like I did in the Marine Corps instead of sitting behind a desk all
the time, you will burn the fat in these fat cells and be able to stay at a healthy
weight for your height and build.
That is why most people stayed slim 70 or more years ago. In those days people
were NOT exposed to processed foods, carbohydrates and sugar and were a lot
more physically active compared to today. They also didn’t so much depend on
cars for transport nor would they sit in front of TV or behind a computer for hours.
As a matter of fact, when I was growing up in the 50’s and 60’s you very seldom
saw any fat children at school and if one child happened to be fat, he or she
stood out like a sore thumb!
Nowadays many of us consume foods that are highly processed, nutrient
deficient and loaded with sugar or salt; foods which our parents and
grandparents never had access to. These nutrient-deficient foods cause our fat
cells to be hijacked by the body and turned into toxin storing fat cells instead,
because our immune system can’t handle these toxins anymore due to being
man-made and therefore foreign to the body!
As we continue to eat these highly processed, nutrient bankrupt foods, our body
creates additional fat cells as a protective measure:
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Fat cells which the Society of Endocrinologists, the doctors that specialize in our
hormones and glands, now appropriately call Obesogens. (13) As a matter of fact:
If you are over 30, you most likely already have between 400 and 800 different
toxins stored in what they call your adipose fat tissue.
And even if you are not fat, these toxins are still being stored around the kidneys,
liver and heart as visceral fat known as ‘the body’s toxin burden’. This is not
Peter’s theory! This has been proven by endocrinologists. (14)
Counting calories is not the answer either if, at the same time, you ignore the
nutrient density of the calories you are consuming. This is a recipe for disaster
because you will put your body into starvation mode due to a lack of essential
nutrition, thus minimizing your wellness potential unless the reduced calorie diet
is also nutrient dense!
Dr Nicholas Messina, one of the co-authors of Peter’s book: ‘The TDOS
Syndrome and Solution’ states that for years he had focused on calorie
reduction and exercise to help his patients who were overweight and, according
to the government, obese.
He said, the results were always disappointing and it’s only after he saw one of
his patient’s rapid results and uncharacteristic energy levels who was using a
natural ‘protocol’ of intermittent fasting and nutrition, that he started to question
his own approach to dieting and exercise to address obesity.
Initially he was absolutely convinced that something about his patient’s fat
burning ‘protocol’ was unhealthy. How else could this patient experience such
incredible results? Admittedly, Dr Messina says his knowledge was limited
because only about two weeks of medical school were spent studying nutrition.
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Still, he had to search further and get to what he thought would be the ‘unhealthy’
root of his patient’s weight-loss and energy gain. Finally, all there was left to do
was try the intermittent fasting, nutrition and exercise protocol himself.
But he almost changed his mind at the very last moment when he was told that
he’d have to give up the daily caffeine habit that had been ingrained in his routine
since medical school: two pots of black coffee and two bottles of diet coke!
Yet, his curiosity was piqued so he gritted his teeth and committed to the
process. Starting with an 11-Day intermittent fasting, nutrition and exercise
‘protocol, and then following it up with a similar 30-Day ‘protocol’, he had his
nurses do clinical lab work on him to monitor and measure any changes.
He was shocked when he lost almost 12 kilograms along with his long-standing
addiction to caffeine, so much so, that he’s now convinced that becoming
overweight and obese is a multi-factorial condition; that toxicity, nutritional
deficiency and stress must be addressed together with diet and exercise for a
meaningful and lasting outcome.
He soon realized that one of the primary causes of weight gain is due to the
combined force of the four co-factors mentioned in this E-book and that this
‘interconnectivity’ can defeat all weight loss strategies on the market!
Now, there is no doubt that we are also seeing increased waistlines due to a lack
of exercise as I mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. Exercising our bodies
and working our muscles is more critical than ever but without regularly fasting
the body and providing it with the missing nutrition that the body requires while
doing so, it no longer has a fraction of the same benefits.
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No Amount of Dieting Will Remove Fat Cells!
Dr Messina says that even though some diet plans may work for a brief time, in
the long run no amount of exercise or dieting will remove these fat cells
unless you find a way to regularly cleanse your body of the toxins that have
created these fat cells in your body in the first place and that’s what regular
intermittent fasting will do!
So, to implement healthy ageing after 40, it is important that you fast
intermittently, control your weight, eat a healthy, nutrient rich diet together with a
regular, weight resistance and aerobic exercise regime and clean water!
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Chapter 6
Peter Greenlaw’s TDOS Factor No. 4 - STRESS
As you might have gathered by now, being overweight, chronically ill and ageing
prematurely is not simply about over-eating and under-exercising. Carrying
excess weight also adds STRESS to the body, and STRESS, the final co-factor
in the TDOS Syndrome, causes the release of hormones like Cortisol that STOP
the body from losing weight.
Cortisol is a steroid hormone, which helps the body respond to Stress and most
cells within the body have Cortisol receptors but when Cortisol becomes chronic
then the magnitude of this problem, and the negative health and ageing effects
that are associated with it, become much larger than any one of the co-factors
alone might lead us to believe.
Stress from nutritional deficiency plays a vital role in the body’s biochemistry,
which in turn leads to weight gain, age-related diseases and premature ageing.
Because of nutritional deficiency, your body thinks ‘times are hard’ and that you
might starve, so it hoards the fat you eat or have present on your body.
For instance, in this American study, (15) the leaner individuals in 8 diverse
population samples all had a diet (such as meats, fats, carbonated and sugarsweetened beverages) lower in total energy and lower in energy-dense foods in
common when compared to the diets of overweight/obese individuals. Despite
the lower caloric intake, leaner individuals also exhibited higher intake of
several nutrient-dense foods as well as higher intakes of vegetable protein
and fibre.
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Cortisol tends to take fat from healthier areas, like your butt and hips, and move it
to your abdomen as ‘belly fat’, which has more Cortisol receptors.
Continuous mental stress accompanied by wrong eating and drinking habits
heightens this Stress response in the body, which results in chronic levels of
Cortisol and this then triggers the body to increase insulin production and doing
its job, an elevated insulin level causes the body to then store fat!
With Cortisol, stress and elevated insulin, the body is now working overtime to
prevent weight loss. This situation is ‘a set up’ for weight gain and merely cutting
down on calories, as is the common and highly profitable approach used by most
weight loss and diet companies today, is a waste of time if it ignores the role
Cortisol plays in the weight control process brought about by the ‘nutritional
deficit’ created by your own eating habits.
Thus, by placing an emphasis on calories instead of on the nutrition in our food,
we are deceiving ourselves because the body does not count calories – quite
the opposite! It ONLY responds to nutrients, as Dr Messina discovered once he
implemented the nutritional ‘protocol’ in his own life!
As mentioned previously in this PDF E-book, traditional approaches in our
Healthcare system only tackle health and weight problems defensively, so isn’t it
time then that we now go on the offense for our own health?
But how can we do so:
• When we don’t realize that the unchecked levels of the hormone Cortisol
and an internal cellular-level process called ‘oxidative stress’ hastens the
chronic disease, weight gaining and ageing process of our bodies?
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• When we don’t understand that these are one of the major reasons for why
most of us find ourselves in an endless downward ‘bad health and
increased weight’ spiral in the first place!
• When we also don’t understand that after the age of 40, the body typically
requires even more specific nutrients to maintain our health and to offset it
against Stress because the hormonal and biochemical signals that
‘program’ the body to ‘self-destruct’ have become more prevalent in our
body at that time of our lives.
Also, while scientists have found mental decline begins to occur in our 40s, our
physical decline starts much earlier. For instance, our organs start declining in
our 30’s when most bodily functions peak shortly before age 30 and then start
going downhill: Signs like a slowing metabolism, food intolerance and hangovers
typically become harder to handle and can crop up well before we even notice
grey hairs and wrinkles!

The Reason Behind the TDOS Warning
The reason behind the ‘TDOS syndrome’ warning is to help you find ways to ‘jam’
these chemical signals with natural supplements and with a change in your
lifestyle rather than resorting to pharmaceutical drugs as commonly prescribed by
your doctor. ‘Jamming a chemical signal’ is something that pharmaceutical
companies are also very good at doing, and even though most of their products
are known to generally create unpleasant, harmful and damaging side effects in
the body over time, your Doctor will still recommend this approach in almost all
cases as that’s the way his medical training has taught him!
And many of us, as did my poor father, who died just 2 weeks after his 64th
birthday from a major heart attack, will choose the ‘pharmaceutical option!’
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We do so to help us try and regain some quality of life as this option is perceived
as a much, much easier way to solve our immediate health problem(s) than
repairing a body full of random damage by natural means.
Particularly if we choose to continue to crave the foods we purchase at our Super
markets and fast food outlets, which are not only nutrient deficient but worsen the
Stress on our bodies by playing havoc with our hormones, especially with the
hormone Cortisol.
‘Economic stressors’ such as our personal finances and work responsibilities top
the list for Stress in most people. These socio-economic factors play a key role in
the unrelenting levels of societal stress. In a report released by Safe Work
Australia in April 2013 it reported that mental stress costs Australian businesses
more than $10 billion per year!
This report showed that the highest rates of mental stress claims were made by
workers with elevated levels of responsibility for the wellbeing and safety of
others. These jobs included train drivers and assistants, police officers, prison
officers, ambulance officers and paramedics. It also showed that more
professionals make claims for mental stress than any other occupation. A third of
these claims were due to work pressure!
A good explanation for why Cortisol STOPS the
body from losing weight is the example of you
being chased by a lion!
If you found yourself in that life or death
situation, the hormone Cortisol would spur your
body on to escape!
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It would turn off fat-burning and digestion to amplify the processes in your body to
give it the immediate energy it needs from sources like glucose and simple
sugars to run away from the lion. So, when Cortisol tries to deal with your chronic
stress of you having to earn your living in a stressful job for instance, guess
what?

The body will keep getting the message not to burn fat!
That’s why chronic stress and chronically elevated Cortisol are crucial factors in
our inability to lose fat. They link with the epidemic of being overweight!
Stress induced Chronic Cortisol also draws precious amino acids from skeletal
muscles to generate that ‘quick energy’ the body needs in an emergency. When
elevated Cortisol levels become continuous in the body, this causes muscle loss:
It’s like our bodies ‘eat’ our muscles, a condition commonly known as
Sarcopenia.

Muscle is Our Biggest FAT Burning Engine in the Body!
With a lowered muscle mass, it becomes even more difficult to lose weight
because muscle is our biggest fat burning engine in the body. In part, this is
because the body, even at rest, burns more calories to sustain muscle than to
maintain fat. So chronic Cortisol levels lead to fewer and fewer calories being
burned while telling the body to hang onto fat, and even collect more of it – no
wonder then that so many of us older folks are now losing the obesity
battle!
Chronic Cortisol is also one of the culprits leading to lower bone density, in
addition to numerous other chronic health issues and health problems, which
crop up without identifiable causes.
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My youngest sister once told me that she suffered from certain physical ailments,
the cause of which were not known to her Doctor at the time. They could have
been stress related but in cases like that, the prescribed medication is then
based on ‘trial and error’ and the Doctor will simply have you take diverse types
of drugs to try and solve your health problem; an approach that often results in
unpleasant side effects in the body.

Dieting Increases STRESS!
What’s more: Even THINKING of going on a diet increases Stress because
dieting is normally associated with ‘unpleasantness!’ The ‘unpleasantnesses’ of
having to abstain from sugary, salty and fatty food your body craves so much.
This mental Stress brings on Cortisol and as Cortisol tells the body not to burn
fat, but to store it, you will achieve just the opposite from you what you expected
by making the sacrifice to go on a diet in the first place!
People simply don’t realise that dieting and the associated stress that it invokes
is a key factor to stopping you from losing weight while on a diet, especially in
the abdominal area and fat carried in the abdominal area increases the risks for
other health problems including premature aging! For example: Scientists at the
University of California found that chronic and sustained elevated levels of the
hormone Cortisol at a later age leads to accelerated ageing and that is probably
why so many of us older folk are not only physically out of shape but also sick
and overweight. (16)
It’s also the reason why the hormone Cortisol is called ‘the death hormone’ in the
anti-ageing industry because accelerated ageing is the worst possible side effect
of Cortisol as it shrinks the brain and other vital organs.
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It also decreases muscle mass (Sarcopenia) and causes thinning of the skin, a
condition typically associated with ageing!
For instance: When we measure the Cortisol levels in a young person under
Stress, they rise rapidly but within a few hours, as Stress is relieved, the Cortisol
levels return to normal. However, when we measure Cortisol in older persons,
the Cortisol levels also rise rapidly during Stress but don’t return to normal for
at least a number of days instead of a number of hours!
And since Cortisol levels continue to increase with age, a 70-year old like me will
have far higher levels of Cortisol circulating in my system compared to a 25-year
old and this will only sabotage one’s efforts to stay young, slim and healthy if we
continue to live stressful lives as we grow older unless we address it properly!
So, if you are seriously interested in healthy ageing and weight control after 40,
then you will need to find ways to address the stress levels in your body through
regular exercise, relaxation and mind control techniques in conjunction with a
well thought out nutrition plan accompanied by an intermittent fasting protocol
and the drinking of plenty of clean water!
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Chapter 7
The Causes of Ageing are
Like ‘Sticks of Dynamite’
Inside Your Cells!
The causes of ageing are like ‘sticks of dynamite’ inside our cells! At least this
is how the previously mentioned Dr Bill Andrews considers the ageing process in
our bodies when he argues that we should address ‘the sticks of dynamite’ with
the shortest fuses first; the ones that will cause us immediate harm if we
don’t attend to their maintenance!
He uses the example of a car. Most cars, he says, last for about 100,000 miles
over less than 10 years before they become too expensive to maintain and are
then discarded.
We could say that this is the typical ‘lifespan’ of the car. But, of course, with
regular maintenance, the lifespan of the car could be increased. Bill argues that if
you replace every part as it goes bad, your car can continue to function even
after fifty years and after a million miles.
There’s no theoretical limit: If you’re willing and have the means to maintain a car
forever, it will last forever.
Here is an example: Auto mad Irvin
Gordon is set to enter the record books
when his beloved classic car Volvo P1800
clocks up a staggering THREE MILLION
miles. And incredibly, the 70-year-old's
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To date, Irvin's classic Volvo P1800 has had 857 oil changes, 30 drive belts, 150
points and spark plugs - and guzzled 120 bottles of transmission fluid. The
retired school teacher bought the classic Volvo P1800 convertible for $5000 after
a THREE-HOUR test drive with a friend.
In 2009, this classic car received a Guinness World Record for the 'Highest
Vehicle Mileage', clocking more than 2,721,000 miles or 4,379,025 kilometres!
Now, we can’t replace our old or sick body like most of us do with our old and
dysfunctional car: We are ‘stuck’ with the body we have as we cannot discard a
withered and aged body for a new one but unlike our cars, our bodies are built to
maintain themselves through cell division.
The drawback however, is that our cells are specifically programmed to not divide
indefinitely but instead cause our body to become damaged and age because
our cells are being damaged and are ageing and this is then where the heart of
the aging problem lies, especially after age 40.
This then is what I referred to as the genetically-timed events triggering
changes to our bodies in the introductory chapter of this E-book, which I have
made the focus of this chapter because if this is the case, we need to find ways
to address the damage that our bodies are incapable of repairing on their own;
‘the sticks of dynamite’ with ‘the shortest fuses’, before it is too late!
That’s where Dr Andrew’s knowledge and expertise also
comes to the fore because he has worked in the biotech
industry for 28 years, focusing the last 15 years on finding
ways to extend human lifespan through the intervention of
Telomere shortening in human cells.
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As a Director of Molecular Biology at Geron Corporation from 1992 to 1997, Dr.
Andrews was one of the principal discoverers of both the RNA (Ribo Nucleic Acid
is a molecule implicated in various biological roles in coding, decoding,
regulation, and expression of genes) and protein components of human
Telomerase, which is an enzyme that extends the telomeres of chromosomes.
He was awarded 2nd place as ‘National Inventor of the Year’ in 1997 for this
work and is presently a named inventor on 35 US issued Telomerase patents.
Now, I previously referred you to a YouTube video address:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fr7No1Kaasg&t=171s in Chapter 1 of my PDF
E-book and I suggest you watch it as it will explain many of the points I am briefly
touching on in this chapter because Dr Andrews says that the root cause of aging
is very straightforward: We age because our cells divide and our Telomeres get
shorter!

So, what are Telomeres?
To answer that question, we need to zoom into a human’s 70 to 100 trillion cells.
Every cell contains a nucleus with genes and chromosomes and if you zoom in
further, you’ll see that the chromosomes are made up of DNA molecules that are
100 million bases long (A base is a DNA information code that consists of 4
chemicals) curled up like a slinky or spring.
Now, there are long repetitive sequences of DNA found at the end of each of our
chromosomes and these sequences are called Telomeres. And as I mentioned
before, our bodies are built to maintain themselves through cell division and
when a cell divides, the genetic material within that cell needs to be copied and
this process is called DNA replication.
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However, during this process, enzymes that replicate a strand of DNA are unable
to continue replicating all the way to the end, which then causes the loss of some
DNA information at the ends of our chromosomes and these ends, as you
remember, are where the Telomeres are!
Telomeres, like all DNA, are made up of units called nucleotides, arranged like
beads on a string. The nucleotides in human Telomeres are arranged in the
repeating sequence TTAGGG (two

Thymine nucleotides, one

Adenine

nucleotide, and three Guanine nucleotides). This sequence is repeated hundreds
of times in tandem in every Telomere and each time our cells divide, and our
chromosomes replicate, our Telomeres also become shorter.
When we are first conceived, the Telomeres in our single-cell embryos are
approximately 15,000 nucleotides long. Our cells divide rapidly in the womb, and
by the time we are born, our Telomeres have decreased in length to
approximately 10,000 nucleotides. They then shorten throughout our lifetime, and
when they reach an average of about 5,000 nucleotides, our cells cannot divide
any further, and we die of old age.
Now, if we lost big portions of the information encoded in our DNA every time it
replicated, human life would become impossible. Our cells couldn't even divide
enough times to allow us to be born. Fortunately, as explained above, we are
born with long, repetitive sequences of DNA at the end of each of our
chromosomes, which shorten in small increments during the normal DNA
replication processes in our lives and these repetitive sequences are called
‘Telomeres’.
However, as our ‘fuses’, i.e. ‘our Telomeres’ become shorter and shorter, we
also begin to experience the general effects of disease and ageing:
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Loss of muscle, failing memory, poor eye sight, lack of energy, poorer immune
response and slower recovery after exercise and Dr Andrews says that when
cells divide, our Telomeres become shorter and bad things happen when
Telomeres get short!
He says, just think of DNA as a long row of bricks, and of DNA replication as a
bricklayer walking backwards on top of a brick wall laying a new layer on top of
that row. When the end of the wall is reached, the bricklayer finds himself
standing on top of the brick he's supposed to replicate and since he can't put
down a brick where his feet are, he steps back and falls off the wall - leaving the
very end of the wall bare. As a result, the new copy of the wall is shorter!
Just like this brick wall was copied imperfectly, our DNA is also unable to
perfectly copy itself; when a strand is replicated, the new strand is shorter than
the old strand and our Telomere is therefore shortened as well, bringing us closer
and closer to old age and eventual death!
We used to think that there wasn’t anything we could do to affect the aging
process, but we now know that there are some things we can do like some
lifestyle changes: Specifically, decreasing our exposure to toxins, addressing
obesity, improving our nutrition plus reducing physical, mental and oxidative
stress, which are all keys to slowing down the aging process.
To back up the above statement on the importance of positive lifestyle changes
and Telomere shortening, Dr Dean Ornish along with Australia’s own 2009
Nobel Prize winner in Medicine, Professor Elizabeth Blackburn, conducted a
small pilot study to investigate the long-term effects of a program of
comprehensive and positive lifestyle changes involving diet, physical activity,
stress management and social support.
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After 5 years of follow up, they found that compared with the controls, there were
substantial benefits of positive lifestyle changes when it involved Telomere
length. For instance: The group that made the lifestyle changes experienced a
‘significant’ increase in Telomere length of approx. 10%. Furthermore, the more
they changed their behaviour by adhering to the recommended lifestyle program,
the more dramatic their improvements in Telomere length, the scientists
learned.
By contrast, the men in the control group who were not asked to alter their
lifestyle had measurably shorter telomeres – nearly 3 percent shorter –
when the five-year study ended!
So, the conclusion was that the adherence to lifestyle changes was significantly
associated with relative Telomere length after adjustment for age and the length
follow up and we now know that longer Telomeres are also associated with lower
risks of chronic degenerative diseases as well as a longer life span for everyone.
We also know that activating the enzyme Telomerase does translate into longer
Telomeres over time and research conducted on Telomerase was so significant
that it was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine in 2009. Studies
have shown that comprehensive lifestyle changes significantly increase
telomerase activity and consequently telomere maintenance capacity in human
immune-system cells.
As a matter of fact: Researchers at Harvard, in 2010, dramatically reversed the
aging of old mice. Mice with an equivalent human age of 80-90, with deteriorating
skin and shrunken brains, unable to reproduce and find food in a maze, were
within a single month transformed by the addition of the enzyme Telomerase,
to young vibrant mice with entirely restored brain size and reproductive capacity.
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‘It was everything we could have hoped for’ said lead Harvard researcher, Ron
Dephino and the American media, including Diane Sawyer of ABC News in the
U.S. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DgL-mU-Kyb8) reported enthusiastically
on these Harvard scientists having reversed ageing mice by engineering them to
switch off and on production of this naturally occurring enzyme called
Telomerase and the results were astonishing!
The drawback of this experiment was that the scientists used pharmaceutical
chemicals, which are dangerous to humans. However, what must prove to be
exciting news for those of us who wish to grow old gracefully with vigour and
good health is that Dr Andrew’s continued research is now yielding results
beyond anything he has ever experienced.
He also has formulated a natural product that uses a synergetic blend of herbs
and botanicals instead of pharmaceutical drugs and this natural product was
approved by the Australian TGA on 3/10/2014 (https://www.tga.gov.au/artg/artgid-228861) as a therapeutic substance that provides Telomere support - the
only substance registered in Australia by the TGA so far that has proven to be
also a protector of liver function!
To close this subject on Telomeres, let me briefly mention this last point!
That there must be a way for our bodies to re-lengthen Telomeres is obvious
from the fact that otherwise our sperm and egg cells would contain Telomeres of
the same length as the rest of our cells, which would then yield embryos as old
as we are, and our children would then be born much older than us!
The reason that this is NOT the case is because our reproductive cells produce
the previously mentioned enzyme called Telomerase.
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And Telomerase acts like an assembly line inside our cells that adds nucleotides
to the ends of our chromosomes, thus lengthening our Telomeres.
In a cell that expresses Telomerase, Telomeres are lengthened as soon as they
shorten; it's as though every time the ‘Telomere clock’ inside our cells ticks once,
Telomerase pushes the hands of the clock back one tick.
Returning then to the analogy of the bricklayer that can't lay the last brick on the
brick wall, Dr Andrews says that Telomerase would be like an angel that flies in
and puts the last brick in place. Telomerase works by filling the ‘gap’ left by DNA
replication, which is like attending to ‘the sticks of dynamite’ with the shortest
fuses first and if you wish to age gracefully, this should become your first priority!

The importance of a healthy immune system!
Now, before I take you to the next chapter, I want to briefly touch on the
importance of a healthy immune system!
Our immune system is something that is generally very much misunderstood not
just by everyday folks like me and you but also by many of our conventional
doctors whom we depend on for health advice.
When our immune system has been compromised and we are sick with a cold or
a flu, most of us will resort to things like synthetic vitamins and medicines from
our chemist (ignoring better natural alternatives), but the cycle of sickness always
seems to continue. However, for those of us who do have compromised immune
systems, we would do better to resort to natural options and NOT to synthetic
ones and researchers have recently discovered what could well be one of the
best ways to reset and recharge our immune system.
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Researchers at the University of Southern California, found that the act of
fasting for as little as three days can regenerate the entire immune system, even
in elderly people like me! The researchers said that fasting helps the body’s
stem cells produce new white blood cells, which help to fight off infection.
http://althealthworks.com/4651/california-researchers-discover-how-toregenerate-your-entire-immune-system-in-72-hours-and-its-cheap-too/
That’s why I have decided to introduce you to the benefits of ‘intermittent fasting’
in the next chapter, which can greatly assist you in this process, especially if
you are in your 40’s or older!
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Chapter 8
An Anti-Ageing, Weight Control
& Improved Health Approach
for the After 40’s!
I believe that most people who complain about losing their looks, excessive
weight, lethargy and other so called “age-related” ailments once they are in their
40’s or older, have un-diagnosed problems that have nothing to do with ageing at
all, but are simply a symptom of their lifestyle!
That’s right!
Anti-ageing, weight control and improving your health after age 40 requires you
to address your nutrition, environmental and exercise commitments, i.e. your
lifestyle!
For example: When it comes to staying in control of your weight, traditional
weight loss advice today suggests that all you need to do to lose weight and
keep it off, is to count calories, eat less and exercise more.
While many will initially lose weight doing this, it usually doesn't take long to gain
the weight back again. Before you know it, you're caught in a loop of yo-yo
dieting and find yourself not only compromising your health but also the ageing
process of your body, especially once you are in your 40’s or older due to the
increased hormonal, cellular and metabolic changes that are taking place in your
body as you grow older.
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Also, a new study has provided an insight into ageing and age-related diseases
by linking telomere dysfunction to a decline in mitochondrial number and
function.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3747515/ Very briefly: They
discovered that, what they generally believed were damage and mutations to the
genes in our cells, was not the root cause for cells to become cancerous. Rather,
clinical testing showed that the very root cause for Cancer was caused by the
breakdown of our mitochondria due to oxidative damage to the genes and
other parts of the cell.
Mitochondria are cylinder-shaped batteries that float in the cell, which take in
nutrients from the cell, break them down, and then turn them into energy.
It is now generally believed that one of the main reasons for the Mitochondria to
break down in the first place is due to our increased exposure to toxins and
high-frequency waves from cordless/mobile phones, WIFI and microwave ovens
etc in our Western societies today.
Many doctors and scientists also believe that a diet with excessive sugar is
another main reason why so many of us suffer from Cancer because when sugar
burns to produce energy, it does not burn clean but causes significant oxidative
and damaging waste inside the cell. (See Page 32)
Thus, little do most of us realize that many of the chronic disease and excessive
weight epidemics facing us today could be turned around by simply educating
people about the benefits of:
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•

A diet high in healthy fats, essential nutrients and trace minerals, moderate in
protein and low in net carbohydrates (total carbs minus fibre)

•

Intermittent fasting on a Ketogenic diet

A Ketogenic diet basically consists of the consumption of 70% healthy oils and
fat, 20% protein and 5% carbohydrates. When this is used along with intermittent
fasting once or twice a week of at least over 16 hours for maximum benefit, the
cells in our body no longer burn sugar.
A diet high in sugar, as indicated previously, creates tremendous free radical
damage in the cell. When we consume healthy oils and fat however, our body
breaks down these fats for energy without damage to anything in the cell,
causing Ketones to be formed for use as fuel for the body and the brain. This is
known as Ketosis i.e. The Ketogenic Diet.
In fact, it is said that keeping the Mitochondria in top shape by taking such an
approach to our diet is not only extremely powerful to prevent and reverse
Cancer but virtually all diseases such as Diabetes and Autoimmune diseases like
Parkinson’s and so on.
Peter Greenlaw says that ‘the secret’ to vibrant health, weight control and slowing
down the ageing process, especially after age 40 as he experienced himself,
is greatly dependent on what he refers to as the ‘nutritional fasting’ approach,
which is also based on the Intermittent Fasting principle. It’s uses caloric
reduction but NOT nutritional reduction because it relies on nutritional density to
make every calorie count!
Therein lies its secret to success because it's important to realize that calories
are not created equal, which is the reason, he says, why counting calories
doesn't work for weight loss and your health in the long run.
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Dr Mercola also recommends Intermittent Fasting. In his book ‘Fat for Fuel’, Dr
Mercola refers to his MMT diet, which stands for ‘Mitochondrial Metabolic
Therapy, which is a cyclical or intermittent ‘Ketogenic Diet’ of healthy fats and
fibre, low in net carbs with a moderate amount of protein.
He recommends limiting it to two meals a day to start; either breakfast/lunch or
lunch/dinner, within a six- to eight-hour window each day. This meal timing, he
says, is a form of intermittent fasting, as by eating all your meals within a certain
span of time each day, you end up fasting daily as well.
One strategy he found to be extremely helpful is to gradually increase the time of
your daily intermittent fast until you're fasting 20 hours a day. After about a
month of doing this, you can then introduce a four or five-day long water fast.
This will not be nearly as difficult then, as you're already used to not eating for
extended periods, he says.
He used to be sceptical about water fasting for a long time, but after learning
more about the metabolic benefits and relative safety of it and then testing it out
for himself, he became convinced about the power of it, which he says is vastly
underutilized. He said that just the clarity of thinking alone, which occurs around
Day Three or Four, makes it all worth it!
Water fasting also activates autophagy, allowing your body to clean itself out,
and triggers the regeneration of stem cells. Remarkably, whereas low-calorie
dieting will cause morbidly obese people to develop skin folds that must be
surgically removed after significant weight loss, he says this typically does not
occur when you lose the weight by water fasting, because your body
metabolizes the excess skin as you go along, as it's in such efficient regeneration
mode!
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If you're severely overweight or have Type 2 diabetes, water
fasting may be the answer you've been looking for!
Recent research also confirms that fasting can effectively reverse Type 2
diabetes in a relatively short amount of time. In this trial, Type 2 diabetics were
placed on a severely restricted calorie diet where they ate just 600 calories a day
for eight weeks. https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2017/apr/02/is-fastinga-free-health-fix-or-just-a-fad-dieting-science-ketagenic-michael-mosleydiabetes-ms By the end of their fast, all were disease-free and three months
later, having returned to their regular diet, seven of the 11 participants were still
disease-free!
I believe that both, Peter Greenlaw’s and Dr Mercola’s approach to ‘Intermittent
Fasting’, should become an important part of our modern lifestyle because these
types of fasts have you consume high quality nutrients and minerals, which work
as molecular messengers that are a critical factor in the production and storage
of estrogens, progesterone and testosterone to support a healthy hormonal
balance!
To provide the body with a regimen of nutrients, vitamins, botanicals, major
minerals (macro-minerals), micro-minerals (or trace minerals), and ultra-trace
elements, I mix one teaspoon of Organic Wheat Grass powder in either my
protein shake or in a glass water during my Intermittent Fasts and I will do so
several times during the period I am fasting.
The rich green goodness of young Wheat Grass has long been recognised for its
unique nutritional benefits and I obtain my Wheat Grass powder from Nutrigreen
Australia, which powder is harvested from certified organically grown, 100%
whole-wheat leaves.
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As a valued subscriber to my website and
YouTube channel, you are eligible for a 10%
discount on all orders placed at
Nutrigreen Australia.
To obtain the discount, contact Brenda on

(03) 5033 2047
Quote PROMO JT10
It has not been juiced and it has no additives because juicing doesn’t only
eliminate the natural plant fibre but also requires chemical additives to prevent
deterioration and facilitate the drying process. Another important aspect of this
product is that a strict harvesting schedule is adhered to, which consists of fast,
hygienic handling of the crop, of a specially developed low temperature drying
process and an innovative milling technology, that ensures the Nutrigreen Wheat
Grass Powder retains the goodness and quality of the fresh Wheat leaf.
Very importantly, if you happen to be allergic to Gluten, the Wheat Grass
powder will not affect you because it contains NO actual wheat because the
powder is derived from the young plant before any Gluten is formed!
The main reason I have chosen to use the Wheat Grass powder is because it
retains 92 of the 102 minerals based in the soil. Over 90 minerals, vitamins
and amino acids vital for life and health!
Minerals, Vitamins and Amino Acids such as the Minerals Molybdenum, Cobalt,
Copper, Selenium and Zinc to Vitamins like Vitamin A, B5 and Vitamin D3 and
Amino Acids like Alanine, Leucine and Phenylalanine.
Wheatgrass is also one molecule away from haemoglobin in the human blood, so
it is the closest we can come to a blood transfusion without actually having a
blood transfusion!
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This might sound a little over the top, but science generally accepts the fact that
as we age, bad compounds build up in our blood, and that these compounds will
turn off our body’s ability to repair itself. As a matter of fact; in a small private
clinic in California, people now are paying $8,000 for blood transfusions rich with
blood plasma from teenagers and young adults to slow down the ageing process!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pM4L0YdJh4U
Wheatgrass is also high in Calcium for healthy bones and teeth, rich in
Magnesium, Potassium, Manganese and Phosphorus for a healthy heart,
muscles, nervous system and blood vessels, all of which are so essential to our
ward off Chronic disease and blood pressure problems to assist in healthy aging!
I also take high potency Magnesium, Vitamin C, Kyolic garlic, Glucosamine, NAcetyl-Cysteine and various other supplements to help me retain my health and
quality of life instead of resorting to pharmaceutical drugs.

The Importance of Muscle and Protein
Protein shakes form an important part of Peter’s ‘nutritional fasting’ approach
because Protein is the most complicated nutrient that we eat, and I have included
undenatured Whey Concentrate protein shakes in my own ‘Intermittent
Nutritional Fasting’ routine.
As more than 50% of the dry weight of the human body is protein, it’s important
that we consume healthy protein and that’s why the amino acid profile of the
undenatured Whey protein I consume is so important.
The reason why consuming the right protein is so very important in our daily diet
is because the human body stores fats and carbohydrates, but it does not store
protein!
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That’s why regular consumption of the right protein is so essential to your health
because protein, specifically undenatured Whey protein, is one of the single most
important nutrients for the human body.
For instance: Good, clean protein is important for maintaining muscle, whether
you are male or female especially after age of 40. Loss of skeletal muscle mass
with ageing is called Sarcopenia and it’s is deadly! What’s more: In otherwise
healthy people over 40, it’s now present in about one person in every four tested
and has grown to epidemic proportions in the US and Canada since the 1990’s.
In Australia, it now affects one in three Australians over the age of 60!
https://www.sbs.com.au/news/sarcopenia-new-disease-affects-thousands
Researchers on ageing generally also agree that Sarcopenia is a self-inflicted
disorder that is almost 100% preventable. Doctor Michael Colgan, one of the
world's most popular scientific experts in nutrition, exercise and the inhibition of
ageing and at age 75, still a living example of the power of nutritional science to
maintain lean and vibrant health, reminds us that muscle mass does more than
just allowing us to move our arms and legs; it also affects the heart’s ability to
pump blood, thereby affecting the flow of oxygen to the brain.
https://www.drmichaelcolgan.com/dr-colgans-latest-articles/exercise-for-bodyand-mind
He says, as you lose muscle as you grow older, the heart has a much harder job
to pump the blood to your brain. This causes the brain to run short of oxygen,
which could then place you in double jeopardy from a heart attack or stroke, as
often happens in the older age groups.
What’s more: The less muscle you have after 40, the less desire you will have to
exercise.
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However, regular aerobic and weight resistant using weights, or your own body
weight, should be an IMPORTANT part of your daily regimen or lifestyle as an
older person to maintain Telomere length. (As discussed in the previous
chapter)
I saw this happen to my chain smoking father firsthand, who after the age of 40
lacked the energy to do anything around the house and just wanted to sit in his
chair all day and read the paper or watch television. And once you get stuck
sitting in a chair after the age of 40 and 50, you have had it!
I purchase my protein from ‘Boomers Protein, located in Western Australia.

Boomers 100% Protein
http://wheyprotein.com.au?aff=20
Boomers Whey Concentrate, which has a higher natural fat content than Whey
Isolate, is a 100% natural undenatured protein powder, sourced from only the
highest quality milk from grass fed, hormone-free cows, containing abundant
naturally-occurring branched chain amino acids (BCAA’s) and 3 essential amino
acids, Glutamate, Glycine and Cysteine’ that produce Glutathione which is vital
for recovery, growth and disease resistance.
‘Boomers Protein’ uses an ultra-filtration and cross-flow microfiltration
extraction process and it is all done cold, so we end up with undenatured
whey protein, which provides us with the best possible amino acid profile and a
great tasting natural flavour.
‘Boomers Protein’ also adds no flavouring, sweetener, bulking agents, additives,
preservatives or anything else. It’s just the good stuff – Nothing else!
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If you wish to know more about the benefits of whey protein, I strongly suggest
you watch the video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WL28atnf2_8

PQQ’s – The Next Generation Coenzyme
The general belief has been that mitochondria could only be generated by heavy
physical activity or by restricting the calorie intake, but the latest research shows
that a next-generation coenzyme by the name of pyrroloquinoline quinone or
PQQ can induce mitochondrial biogenesis – i.e. the growth of new mitochondria
in ageing cells! http://www.jbc.org/content/285/1/142.full
Even though CoQ10 optimizes mitochondrial function, PQQ activates genes that
govern mitochondrial reproduction, protection, and repair and affects a direct
action on key enzymes involved in the energy producing compartments in our
cells – the mitochondria, thus improving our energy, especially in ageing adults.
Most importantly; besides having a powerful antioxidant effect, which protects the
cell against mitochondrial damage and oxidative stress, PQQ’s also promote the
spontaneous generation of new mitochondria within ageing cells!
What’s more, PQQ-rich foods include parsley, green peppers, kiwi
fruit, papaya and tofu and PQQ’s are also present in green tea, which is a good
reason why you should include these in your ‘Interim Fasting’ regime. It’s also
important that you drink plenty of water.

Drinking Water During Your ‘Intermittent Fast’
Drinking lots of water should be an in important part of you ‘Intermittent Fasting’
regime because it’s very important that you flush out those toxins, which are
being released from your liver during the fasting period.
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When we fast, our body immediately takes the opportunity to detoxify. Our liver
processes the toxins accumulated in our body and those toxins need to be
excreted out of the body. Water is needed for that process to pass it out via our
urine, from sweating or by whatever means it can. So, drinking plenty of water is
crucial because if we don’t drink water, our body will just use the water stored in
our body instead. The side-effect? Dehydration and the possible chances for
headaches, irritability, low energy, aches, pains and even poor sleep!

Should I Exercise When Intermittent Fasting?
Yes, I believe that you should exercise during the intermittent fasting period: At
least I do, and I haven’t noticed any adverse effects on my health or energy
levels. Just like nutrition, I believe variety is the key to exercise, and both walking
(I power-walk!) and weight resistance exercises are excellent examples of
exercises that complement intermittent fasting. I do resistance in short bouts in
between when writing my posts or E-books to interrupt me from sitting too long,
which I believe doesn’t result in muscle loss during fasting since intermittent
fasting actually increases growth hormone, which helps preserve muscle.
As a matter of fact, exercising, especially for short durations at high intensity, in a
fasted state is a secret weapon I would strongly encourage you to explore as I
believe it can accelerate fat loss if that’s what you are after.

A Final Word
I have written this PDF E-book because:
• I believe we need to know how to take proper care of our bodies in an
environment in which toxicity and EMF levels are rising, and nutritional
deficiencies, stress and obesity levels are greater than ever before.
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• I believe that everyone needs to know about the 4 co-factors of the TDOS
Syndrome to helps us understand how we can retain/regain our health and
preserve our quality of life as we grow older.
• I believe the body always wants to heal itself and if we give it everything it
needs to do this, including the right nutrition, regular removal of toxins from
the body, control of our body weight and reduction in mental and emotional
stress, we can live a quality life in our older years and shoot for the 120!
• I believe it's also very important for our children and up and coming
generations that we set an example to them by living a healthy lifestyle
because the trend is now that children are sicker than their parents and
grandparents, which I believe is caused by an ‘epigenetic phenomenon’ or
‘epigenetic inheritance’ that is being passed on to our younger
generations, making them weaker and more vulnerable to disease.
• I believe that the current day exposure to heavy metals, toxins and EMF
radiation, causes the detoxification organs like the lungs, skin, digestive
system, kidneys and liver not to function as well, which in turn causes our
bodies to accumulate more infections, more pesticides, more heavy metals.
• And finally, I believe that the only way we can stop our harmful lifestyles
and chronic diseases from eventually bankrupting our economies, is to
educate ourselves, our children and our grandchildren before it’s too late!
So, there you have it! That’s how I believe you can age gracefully and in good
health after your 40's.
The key is not to take it easy on yourself, not to start doing less and not to make
excuses once you hit your 40's and 50's. Instead, if you want to stay healthy and
younger looking for your age, then you need to commit to the lifestyle changes I
alerted you to in this E-book.
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It will seem like a lot of hard work at first if you’re feeling
tired and lethargic right now – but the key is to push
through it and think of the rewards at the end. This
reminds me very much of my days in the Dutch Marines
SBS training. Many a times I found myself on the brink
of quitting. To help me push on, I would count the days
and weeks till the end of training and would visualize
myself proudly wearing the SBS frogman Insignia on my
uniform. So, introduce these changes slowly!
Don’t think you’re going to change your entire lifestyle overnight – instead
try to gradually eat a healthier diet, choose a specific exercise routine you are
comfortable with and take the nutrients and trace minerals your body so
desperately needs.
This will give you the energy levels that you need and perhaps you’ll then have a
bit more drive and motivation to take up a new activity, or to inject some more
passion into the bedroom!
Don’t let age defeat you! Just keep going and give yourself a purpose, a drive
and then work toward it. Support this mental state with the healthiest regimen
and the right, nutritious diet and you should find that you can fend off the worst
effects of Ageing for much longer!
Yours in health,

https://www.johntonsbeek.
You can contact me at: support@johntonsbeek.com
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The books below can be purchased at Amazon.
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